More than Castles
Christopher Duncan

Being absent from something often
highlights the reason you miss it. The
reason you miss something is often
invisible, implicit and intangible.
Lockdown has highlighted how the
simple things are the most missed. Like
freely experiencing space, or enjoying
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Weft of undyed jute,
banana fibre, linen,
hemp and old Japanese
red cotton, woven in
weft faced weave with
detailing in soumak. Old
Japanese silk tassels
bound in silk, hemp
and linen. Warp of black
and undyed cotton.
Old brass bell.
1040 x 990 mm

Old friend
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Weft of black jute,
banana fibre, alpaca
and linen woven in weft
faced weave. Natural
jute stripes and small
caramel alpaca detailing.
Soumak details in black
and undyed linen. Tassels
in black linen bound with
undyed linen.Warp
of undyed cotton.
Old brass bell.
950 x 1020 mm

something made for you, like a cup of
coffee. Or even breathing common air
without thinking about particles. What
I have missed the most has been looking
at, and experiencing things. Especially
being around objects made by artists
and makers.
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Dragon Pool
(detail) 2021
Indigo linen and jute
weft woven in weft faced
weave. Details in black
and indigo linen woven
in soumak. Old silver
beads. Warp of natural
jute and cotton.
1040 x 1040 mm

Writing this text has reminded
me that looking at an image of an object
does not do it justice. Looking at static
images led me to thinking about how
I get a strange visual excitement being
around things. Similar to the pleasure of
listening to music, or eating something

delicious, my body releases endorphins
when I look at something exciting. My
eye travels around the surface, looking
for the rhythm of the maker’s hand and
spotting where they have made a
decision about going in one direction
or another. Or where you can see the
maker’s material prowess, as they
actively encounter and work with the
inherent properties of the medium they
work in.
I remember the first time I met
Christopher Duncan in his previous workshop / gallery, TÜR, on K’RD, Auckland.
I was overwhelmed by the bright smell
of fresh plants, he pointed to the spools
of linen thread on the floor of the studio
waiting to be warped. I realise how out
of touch with materials we can become,
I don’t think I have ever smelled linen,
I knew it was a type of flax, but the
connection between cloth and vegetable
was abstract in my mind. I was aware
of smelling food for freshness, but here
I was smelling fresh craft.
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Undyed and indigo linen
weft woven in weft faced
weave with details in
soumak. Whipped
tassels in black linen.
Warp of natural jute.
980 x 960 mm

Making threads is thought to
be the oldest of human crafts. During
lockdown in 2020 as the first version
of the Covid-19 virus raged around the
earth, archaeologists in France discovered
the oldest piece of string ever found.
Just a fragment, snagged on the tip of
a stone adze, this string was made by
Neanderthals.1 But what interested
the archaeologists the most, was that
the fibres were not coarse, but soft.
Indicating that it might have been used
to make cloth; and that cloth predates
humans.
The fact that weaving is an ancient
craft is not lost on Christopher Duncan,
he tells me working as a weaver gives
him a deep and satisfying sense of being.
As we speak on the phone I realise our
conversation is punctuated by a rhythmic
banging, of Duncan pounding down the
fell line on his loom (this is the horizon
of each row). It feels good talking to him
while he works, there is a softness to
his attention as he thinks about our
conversation and about the immediate
action of working on his rug. His thoughts
drift between me and his activity. We talk
about both an acute observation of his
work at hand and deeper thought about
the wider ideas of weaving. He wonders
why people have a strong connection to
textiles: We hoard them, we covet them,
we wear them and are sad when they
become worn, we get pleasure buying
them, and even the slightest textile-based
project is praised.

1
Michael Le Page, ‘Oldest ever piece of
string was made by Neanderthals 50,000
years ago’, New Scientist, 9 April 2020.
First published issue 3278, 18 April 2020
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Undyed and indigo linen
weft woven in weft faced
weave with details in
soumak. Whipped
tassels in undyed and
indigo linen. Warp of
natural jute.
980 x 960 mm

Installation view, The
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Since textiles have existed longer
than we have, it would not be a surprise
that we have evolved to have an innate
understanding of cloth deeply rooted in
our beings. But perhaps it is the time and
knowledge contained in textiles that we
value most. Each cloth starts with planting
a field. Knowing when to harvest and how
to process the plants to produce good
quality fibres. The fibres need to be sorted
and twisted together, and more fibres
added end-on-end to produce long
continuous threads. Perhaps this is dyed,
so the knowledge of plants or animals
that produce dye has to be known. Once
the fibre is ready, the weaver takes it and
threads their loom, before even making
the cloth. This used to be common
knowledge.
The clothes you are wearing now
will most likely be made on a loom, look
closely at your shirt, it will be made from
a grid of fibres running vertically and
horizontally. Made from vertical warp
fibres, which are wound tight on a loom.
while the horizontal weft fibres are
threaded between each warp, with
nothing more than friction holding them
together. However, the fibres in your shirt
have likely been de-natured. Literally
having their nature removed so we can
have them as a complacent material to
express our ideas and not worry about
the nature of the material. Concealing
the nature of the material to make the
processes quicker and smoother, is
often at the cost of forgetting how to
experiment and creatively respond to it.
Everything a commercial manufacturer
detests, Duncan embraces.
These rugs are unruly and fully
employ every sinew of the fibre.
Allowing fibres to be fibres are
based in ideas of Taoism, an ancient
philosophy originating from China,
which influences Duncan’s work. The
Tao, or the way, emphasises the concept
of non-interference with the natural
order of things. From a craft perspective,
it is about allowing the materials to be
material and working with them. Duncan
says, the more he weaves the slower and
more observant he has become, tuning
in and working with the qualities of each
different fibre.
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Undyed and indigo linen
weft woven in weft faced
weave with details in
soumak. Whipped
tassels in undyed and
indigo linen.
Warp of natural jute.
980 x 960 mm

Dragon Pool
2021
Indigo linen and jute
weft woven in weft faced
weave. Details in black
and indigo linen woven
in soumak.
Old silver beads. Warp of
natural jute and cotton.
1040 x 1040 mm

Fyrst
2021
Old Japanese silk,
dyed in varying shades of
madder red, woven in
weft faced weave. Dark
red details in old
Japanese cotton, woven
in weft faced and
soumak weaves. Old
Japanese silk and cotton
tassels selfbound. Warp
of undyed cotton.
880 x 900 mm

Slowing down has allowed him
to loosen the tension of his loom, which
has let his fibres relax. This has resulted
in his weavings becoming sensuous
undulating landscapes. Working with
low tension on the loom has enabled him
to make something that resembles an
ancient cloth. As he works he becomes
entranced by the practice, losing any
sense of time as he gently moves from
left to right across the warps, as his
thoughts turn to the different people
across time who all weave in a similar
way, and is humbled to be part of this
ancient craft.
As Duncan works, he holds the
overall pattern of the rug in his mind,
only seeing the bit he is directly working
on. His weaving meanders, as does the
horizon of the fell line. He tells me his
motifs appear where they are needed:
specific responses and conversations
with the fibre as he weaves. As he unrolls
the weaving from his loom, he greets
it for the first time.
Christopher Duncan’s work is a
masterclass in non-interference and
material understanding. Each fibre is
allowed to do fibrey things, to rise and
twist and ply with another if it wishes.
In this project Duncan has revealed
the shaky ur-form of weaving, allowing
us to see a different form of cloth, fully
embracing the elements of material,
process, and maker.
Finn McCahon-Jones
September 2021
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More than Castles

Before I began this project I had always
held a deep appreciation for rugs. They
are the heaviest of all textiles, robust,
deep with age, rich with hand work, and
mystery. As opposed to existing in the
space around our bodies they lie or hang
on structures, over cold walls, floors
or thoroughfares, they take up space,
protect it, cover it in a story. Rugs are
essentially the clothing of architecture.
And at points throughout history have
cost more than the structures that they
clothe. More than castles. Which is rather
topsy-turvy because in our world today
textiles are so commonplace they’re close
to worthless and land so rare that most
cannot afford it.
What I had always adored were the
details of the weaving process manifest
in the textile itself. I loved seeing old
flatweaves that have obviously been
made by a weaver on the move. Their
lifestyle forcing them to pack up the
temporary loom and shift, upon retensioning the warp the details never
quite sit where they were before, designs
are cut short, fluctuations occur in the
otherwise flat textile. The lines that
characterise the weft faced weaves are
disrupted and then continue on stretching
forward through the textile. These lines
mesmerise me as they meander up
the work, like rivers finding their way

over land, stories spreading through
generations. I could stare at them for
hours tracing the patterns with my
fingers, with my eyes. They say some
thing to me, not in a conceptual
language form, but something more
innate. A forgotten tongue.
So it is, that the weaver, the life
they live and the cloth they make are
bound together. The handling of warp and
weft, of the yarn is tempered upon their
mood: work with tension, receive tension.
The atmosphere around us plies the yarn
with moisture from the air. The nomadic
weaver moves with the season, so too
the cloth. It’s no coincidence that our
language is laden with metaphor relating
to weaving. Its ability to describe our
experience is uncanny. Warp and weft
operating as inseparable dualities.
Reflections of our dualistic world. Warp
implying weft, weft implying warp. In the
same way that we toil in left and right
politics, liberal and conservative views,
one reflecting the other as ‘opposites’—
but only in appearance. Warp could
never act alone without weft, they are
non-divisible entities. Just as the left will
never defeat the right and visa versa.
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Weft of black jute,
banana fibre, alpaca and
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weave. Natural jute
stripes and small
caramel alpaca detailing.
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Undyed and indigo linen
weft woven in weft faced
weave with details in
soumak. Whipped
tassels in black linen.
Warp of natural jute.
980 x 960 mm

Through my practice in shawl
and garment making I’ve explored
ways to give the warp texture, to make it
more than just bones. I wanted the loom
construction to be simple so that the
tension on the warp wasn’t a priority.
It gave the warp the ability to move as
it wishes, and it also let me use unlikely
yarn companions within the structure.
My sett1 is all over the place. This
imbalance means that the fell line 2 wavers
across the textile. This trait became most
pronounced at the selvedge where the
line would slide away at sharp angles,
these shortcomings in the weft I filled with
another yarn, making flag-like patterns
along the edges. Having never woven
in the thick style of the rug I had to trust
that the process itself would determine
the personality of the textile. The cloth
deciding what it would be. Forcing a
predetermined vision onto the work
is something I avoid. The serpent-like
figures occurred in much the same way.
I live in downtown Auckland and
while waiting on the bus to go up the
hill to Karangahape road I spend a lot
of time taking in the details of what old
buildings remain in the city. A common
feature on the facades are meander
patterns forming friezes around columns
and across building fronts. These
patterns are also found in some textile
design and can be traced back to early
Greek architecture. The warp and weft

themselves don’t travel in straight
lines instead they travel over and under,
through and out. The serpents began
with a long bending soumak 3 meander.
The animal gathered momentum, and
gained a physical shape.
During the winter I’ve been knee
deep in the science fiction novel series
Dune by Frank Herbert. Herbert creates
a story set in a future twenty thousand
years from now spanning five thousand
years. The sheer magnitude of time
elapsed is difficult to fathom. His
civilisations toil with the same question
we do—what is it to be human? Similarly
I considered the twenty five thousand
years of history that weaving has endured.
Layers of weft laid down between warps
by countless weavers encountering the
same great question. Our practices,
experiences and physical nature bind us
together. Weaving beckons the weaver
to fall into time. You find that its one
thing to know time as a concept and
quite another to truely feel the passage
of time.
Christopher Duncan

1
The spacing between and grouping
together of warp threads on a loomusually uniform i.e 8 ends per inch
2
Horizontal weaving line
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3
A weaving technique where the supplement
ary weft is looped around the warp creating
a surface design
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